Abstract
Preface
Lexical borrowing is one of the natural consequences of linguistic contact. As the language of the Qur'an and by extension the language of the Muslims, Arabic Language has spread widely with the spread of Islam. It's influence on the native languages of non-Arab Muslims is far reaching; together with the language of the countries known as Muslim country.
Because of being one of them, Bengali has borrowed many lexical items from Arabic within a variety of context. Differences in history, culture and environment between the Arabs and the Bengals naturally affect the contextual use of those words that were borrowed between the donor community and the receptor. It is, therefore, normal to see some Arabic loanwords in Bengali that had their meanings changed from the denotations of their Arabic originals. These types of words which did acquire new or additional senses in Bengali other than what their corresponding Arabic sources denote are the concern of this paper.
Background of the Study
The studies of linguistic borrowings, especially in the area of lexicology, have always caught attention of contemporary researchers, pedagogues and linguists. However, to the best of my knowledge through related literature, there is no such attempt has been made in the specific area of Arabic loanwords in Bengali, in which the borrowed words has been presented showing semantic changes. Based on the background above, the researcher got interest to analyze the change of meaning.
Purpose of the study:
The purpose of this study is to show how Arabic loanwords changed their original meanings in Bengali literature as well as conversation language. This paper aimed to explain in detail how the word meaning is changing day by day. As Bengali language accepted a lot of foreign words, so changing of word meaning is not an astonishing matter. Like other words, Arabic loanwords also changed their original meanings. By this research the researcher expected to find out those words initially, then identifying cause and types of meaning change. In fact, most of those words came into Bengali from the religious perspective. We know Bangladesh is a
Review of Literature:
There are large number of books, theoretical works and articles on Semantics as well as Semantic changes of loanwords. However, there is no research work available on this particular topic in the case of Arabic & Bengali language. This research paper aimed to probe semantic change in Urdu lexis and focused on the Meaning of the word "Mashkoor" (thanked). He argued that users of a language have the authority to determine the correct forms in a language. At the end of his study, he also recommended for lexicographers to use corpus for writing Urdu dictionaries. The researcher gathered the basic knowledge on how the meaning of a word can change based on different context.
Meaning and Change of meaning with special reference to the English language 2 :
The writer explained the factors of meaning change from different angles in this famous book. The researcher got conceptual overview on change of meaning from this work.
"An
Introduction to the study of language" 3 and "Language" 4 :
Bloomfield played a vital role in this field; in these two books, he has discussed on every branches of linguistics as well as different types of semantic change. The researcher acquired basic knowledge on semantics and semantic change. This paper discussed on the process of lexical borrowing from one language to another language. In the first part of this paper he presented how Arabic words entered into Urdu and at the end, he analyzed semantically changed Arabic words in Urdu and the reasons why semantic change occurred. The researcher acquired knowledge on cross linguistic discussion from this paper.
Research Methodology:

Method of Collecting Data
A method of collecting data is needed to achieve a proper data for any research. The Documentation Method has been followed in this research because the data are taken from a printed media. The researcher has collected data from a book named "Perso-Arabic elements in 
Method of Analyzing Data
The goal of analyzing data is to find out the regular form, so that the purpose of the research can be achieved. In this research, qualitative and descriptive method has been followed.
To analyze the data, the researcher has followed the steps below:
 Observing the data.
 Looking for words those have been faced semantic change.
 Categorizing the words according to the types of semantic change.
 Using writing technique to analyze the data.
Borrowing words:
Borrowing is the process of incorporating into one language elements which originally belong to another. It is common for one language to take words from another language and make them part of its own vocabulary; these are called loanwords and the process is called Linguistic Apart from this, there are some reasons why languages borrow words. The main reason is that "the necessity of those words", and it happens when a new word enters into the language for a new concept. Another reason is "prestige issue". It is very clear to us that the foreign acquisition is highly appreciated in everywhere. Language borrowing is closely linked to the cultural borrowing because both the culture and the language depend on each other. So, out of many reasons, it can be pointed out that linguistic borrowing is the direct or indirect result of language contact or cultural interaction in which people exchange languages, life aspects, and other cultural phenomena.
1 -Campbell, Lyle (1998 
Conceptual Overview on Semantic Change
The semantic change is one of the most important theories in the linguistics. The analysis of semantic change is so important, because, without the analysis of semantic change, linguistic analysis seems to be worthless. So, in any linguistic analysis, semantic changes are being emphasized the most. 4 When languages borrow words, they frequently change the meanings of those borrowings, typically making generic words more specific, in the same way that one language's place names often grew out of another language's generic words for concepts. The 1 -are words that sound the same but they have different meanings.
2 -are words of more specific meaning than a general or super ordinate term applicable to it. Nowadays, the "die" sense is quite uncommon, and people will declare a metaphorical extension of the "cease to be valid". This example illustrates one way in which synchronic meaning extension forms an essential part of diachronic change. In principle, the meaning of a word may change along any of the semantic dimension.
Taxonomy of Semantic Change:
Semantic Change may be categorized into various types. 
Findings and Discussions
Widening or generalization of meanings
Widening is the shift of the meaning of a word where the words express a broader meaning than the original word could before. It means the expansion of meaning so that the word can indicate more feelings or objects as a generalized word, can be applicable in many contexts than it previously was and can mean more than it previously did. It generalizes the meanings of words and includes a group or a large portion of same category objects. For example, the word 'bird' was used to indicate 'small fowl'. But today, bird means any winged creature, whether it can fly or not. Another word is 'aunt' which was used to indicate only the 'father's sister'. But, today, it indicates both the father's and father's sister. 
Narrowing or specialization
Narrowing is the change of the meaning of words from supper ordinate level to subordinate level. It specifies the words to indicate more specialized meaning. It is the process where the words become less general or less inclusive than before. In a word, it is the shift of meanings to more specific objects. For example, the word 'Meat' meant 'food' in the Middle English. But recently, meat means only the types of animal flesh. It is the specification of the meaning of the word meat. On the other hand, the word 'flesh' also narrowed to indicate only the human flesh. The specification of the word 'disease' is the 'illness' which indicates more specific meaning. 
Amelioration
Amelioration is the positive change of meaning. In this process of change the words express improved or elevated meaning to emphasize a meaning or to exaggerate the meaning.
Amelioration emphasizes on an object in a ways that becomes more favorable than the original one. From another perspective, Katamba explained amelioration as saying that it generally shows more positive meaning than the original things. 1 The meaning of any words gets poetic characteristics in most of the cases of Amelioration. For Example, the word 'knight' generally means 'servant'. But in the modern times, the word 'knight' is used as positive meaning where if anyone becomes knight it is very prestigious for him and peoples also recognize it as more prestigious. 
Pejoration
Pejoration indicates negative meanings of words. It is the process where a word indicates worse or degenerated meanings. It negates a word in a way that shows less favorable condition of the word that it originally was. This process passes with the passing of time. For this reason, in the past, some words were more important and favorable but recently these words have lost its importance and become less favorable. The change of the meaning of a word can be called Pejoration when it shows the more negative meaning. For instance, the 'villain' is used as negative word today, but in the past it was not used as such negative. This word was used to indicate a person who has a doubtful character or a scoundrel. Likewise, the word 'peasant' was used to indicate a country boy or anyone who has come from a rural area. But today, this word indicates a boorish person or a very low status person which express absolutely very negative meaning. 
Metonymy
Metonymy is a figure of speech where one word is substituted for a related word; the relationship might be that of cause and effect, part and whole. It is a figure of speech in which a thing or concept is called not by its own name rather by the name of something associated in meaning with that thing or concept. For instance, "Wall Street" is often used eponymously to describe the U.S. financial and corporate sector, while "Hollywood" is used as a metonym for the U.S. film industry because of the fame and cultural identity of Hollywood, a district of the city of Los Angeles, California, as the historical center of film studios and film stars. 
Conclusion
The implication of semantic changes is very significant in the society. It indicates the social value and its nature. It shows the change of occupation and its status in the society. For example, in the past the surgeons were very negligible word just like a butcher. Both of them did the same task like cutting and chopping flesh and bones. Through the social change and professionalization of the surgery and the endeavor of certain institutions made this profession more prestigious than ever. Today, the surgeon is regarded as more humanitarian who engage themselves in the serving of people and recovering them from serious illness. The interpretation process is influenced by the shared linguistic, cultural, social history and the cooperation of the interlocutors' endeavor to communicate.
As a primary approach, this paper analyzed semantic changes in some Arabic Loanwords in Bengali, within the context of widening, narrowing and shifting positively or negatively from an elaborative perception. It has provided some characteristics and features of the Arabic words entered into Bengali through the process of Language borrowing. This study concludes that the process of borrowing Arabic words into Bengali led to adaptation as they get absorbed into the Bengali lexicon.
